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We apologize for the inconvenience. Your IP address is automatically blocked from the gutenberg project www.gutenberg.org. This is because the geoIP database shows that the address is in Germany. Diagnostic information: Blocked on germany.shtml Your IP address is: 176.9.137.118 Referring URL (if available):
Browser: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/41.0.2228.0 Safari/537.36 Date: Sunday, 06-Dec-2020 02:46:46 GMT Why did this block happen? A court in Germany ordered access to certain elements of the Gutenberg project to be blocked from Germany. The Gutenberg
project considers that the Court of Justice has no jurisdiction in the case, but will comply until the question is resolved. For more information on the German court case and the reason for blocking the whole of Germany instead of a single item, visit PGLAF's information page for the German lawsuit. For more information
on the legal advice Project Gutenberg has received on international issues, visit PGLAF's International Copyright Guide project Gutenberg This page is for German automated translation (via Google Translate): translate.google.com How to Unlock? All IP addresses in Germany are blocked. This block will remain in place
until the legal guidelines change. If viewing the IP address is incorrect, use the Maxmind GeoIP demo to check the status of the IP address. Project Gutenberg updates the list of IP addresses approximately once a month. Occasionally, the website mis-applies to a block of a former visitor. Since the blocks are applied for
a moment, you should try again later to visit if Maxmind shows the address to outside Germany.If the IP address appears maxmind to be outside Germany and you have a moment blocked, another question is whether some web browsers mistakenly cache the block. Trying out another web browser can help. Or delete
your site visit history. I have other questions or need to report an error Please email the above diagnostic information help2020 @ pglaf.org (remove the spaces around @) and we will try to help. The software we use is sometimes a false positive -- that is, it densinates blocks that should not have happened. I apologize if
this happened because human users outside Germany who are taking advantage of e-books or other site features almost never block. Last Updated Jan 28, 2020. The Night Land by William Hope Hodgson is not the kind of book you recommend people rush and buy. It's legendary that it's hard to read, and many people
consider it boring and boring. However, The Night Land is one of those cult classics that inspired a selective group of writers and readers. I had no problem listening to an abbreviated audiobook edition of the book just over 18 hours long. I think hearing rather than reading let me appreciate the archaic style Hodgson has
developed telling his story. Nightland is a story told by an unnamed narrator who lived millions of years in the future on Earth the eternal night after the sun's death. It's all narrative, no dialogue. Many scholars believe that Nightland is the main inspiration for the science fiction dying earth sub-genre. One of the fascinating
features of science's fictional themes and subspecies is the feeling of reading older works that later writers say: It's good! But I can do better. I think people are still reading The Night Land because it inspires new visions of the end of time. I can only recommend this book to readers who delight in reading obscure works.
The Night Land is a fascinating novel about the fantastic and William Hope Hodgson is quite ambitious in his literary effort. I think Joseph Campbell would have admired Hodgson's novel because it's like ancient mythology. Science fiction scientists admire The Night Earth because it affects the dying earth's sub-genre,
and many science fiction, fantasy and horror writers refer to it as an inspiration for their strange stories. Wikipedia has an excellent overview of the Dying Earth subgenre, which I highly recommend reading. By the early 20th century, however, only the first influencers of the genre would return. I'd say it's an obvious
precursor to the Book of Revelation, and I'm sure any culture in prehistory that could imagine earth has its beginning could have imagined the end, too. Hodgson's language is reminiscent of the Bible or Gilgamesh's epic. Many readers can't get over this pseudo-ancient phrasing, but I think it's essential to the story.
Hodgson tells us about people in the distant future, and they can't sound like us, or even make cultural references that we can easily identify. One way to pull it off is to make the narrative feel like the oldest narratives we have today. I read The Night Land because it inspired H.P. Lovecraft, Clark Ashton Smith, Robert E.
Howard and others. Night Land is a major novel that some writers now call the Radium Age of Science Fiction (1904-1933). And it was a very special year, 1912, which gave us the lost world of Arthur Conan Doyle, The Princess of Mars and Tarzan the Monkeys by Edgar Rice Burroughs, The Scarlet Plague jack london,
Riders of the Purple Sage by Zane Grey, making it an epic year of influential genre novels. How I came to read the night land in general I never read a book like The Night Land. I don't like fantasy novels, and many believe The Night Land is an epic fantasy novel. After reading this story, I would call it science fiction,
probably inspired by Wells The Time Machine. I first heard about it when I read reviews of the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series edited by Lin Carter. These books attracted me because of the fascinating covers, but I assumed the content to be pure fantasy fiction. And I especially avoided The Night Land after a visitor said
it was long, hard to read, and most people found it impenetrable. Over the years I have read about how H.P. Lovecraft, Clark Ashton Smith, August Derleth, and Robert E. Howard influenced Hodgson. I never read their stories, but I found essays about their literary cross-pollination of ideas fascinating. Then a few years
ago I saw the documentary Clark Ashton Smith: The Emperor of Dreams and was even more excited. It is available for rent or buy from Amazon, Vimeo, and other stores. I knew lovecraft and howard fans, and there's a whole mythology surrounding those writers, which is ironic because they were obsessed with myths
and mythtelling. In a way, I avoided their stories because I was afraid of being sucked into the black hole of their world-building. Then I recently read a series on The Night Land on the blog MarzAat – Literary Recon in wilderness of books. MarzAat began the series Walking the Night Land with the entry The Trip Begins.
MarzAat's second essay, Wake Up in the Night, made me finally read The Night land. He reviews John C. Wright's 2014 book Awake in the Night Land, a highly intellectual sequel to the original novel, which consists of a series of stories that take place after the events of The Night Land. Wright blends ideas with other
fans of The Night Land and his own. I'm really looking forward to this book, but unfortunately there is no audiobook release, and it's very important to me. MarzAat series hooked me and I bought the audiobook. Finding the right edition is obviously, the full release of The Night Land is 200,000 words. Many editions,
including Ballantine is a two-volume edition, ahydral for the job. Editors are constantly trying to make Nightland more accessible. When the book was published, Hodgson created a 20,000-word version titled The Dream of X to protect U.S. copyright. I don't think I could read The Night Land and enjoy it because of the
deliberately stork style. However, I listened to the Dreamscape audiobook edition read by Drew Ariana and had no trouble with Hodgson's artificial archaic prose. Actually, I enjoyed it. I've always been waiting for us to get back to the story. Listening is a boring, boring read on an audio page-turning. At least for me.
Sometimes I would follow along with the Prometheus Classic ebook version I got on Amazon. There are many ebook versions and I picked up this 99 cent edition because of the beautiful font and layout. The Radium Age Science Fiction Series edition of HiLoBooks is an introduction by Erik Davis. This intro is available to
read online and I we recommend that you read it before buying any edition you choose. Davis said that HiLoBooks cut the novel to a third to make it more accessible to modern readers. He also talked about why Lin Carter cut a two-volume version of Adult Fantasy. And many fans of the book suggest that new readers
should not read the 17th-century book. My version had this chapter, and I thought it was essential to the story. I admit he could have used a skilful editor for The Night's Land, but I'm not sure Hodgson didn't want us to be overwhelmed by repetitive details to feel the length of the epic journey, the trials and the tribulations.



The story can be damaged by spoilers, so I'm not sure how much to recommend that people read the Night Land before trying it. I had to read a fair amount of the book before I got enthusiastic enough to try. And I admit, I primarily enjoyed the story as a subject of literary study. With The Gutenberg Project, you can try it
quickly. Reading wikipedia's post gives a nice overview of some interesting aspects of the story, with just a few mild obvious spoilers. There are websites dedicated to the book and the author. Plus, once you start looking for endless articles abouthodgson's influence. Here's an excellent essay for Dungeons &amp;
Dragons fans. William Hope Hodgson is very famous for being very few, which is good enough. There is also a free audiobook edition you can try. The Dreamscape audiobook edition I listened to is available Audible.com and Scribd.com. There are many free ebook editions on the internet. I'm glad I read Night Land.
That gave me a scientific performance. I've now read several books on the Radium Age of Science Fiction, and it's very instructive to see the history of the genre. And I can honestly say that I enjoyed this story. I'm concerned that I'm reading H.P. Lovecraft, Clark Ashton Smith, Robert E. Howard and Jack Vance.
MarzAat is still reviewing books and stories related to The Night Land weeks after reviewing The Night Land. I don't think you'll find a place to stop. James Wallace Harris, 12/25/19 12/25/19
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